The inhomogeneous integral equations of Muskhelishvili.Omnes type are considered to describe the problem of final-state interaction model in both single-and multi-channel situations.
ticularly for the equation in coupled multi-channel f.s.i. model. Since f.s.i. model is itself an approximation method to the complete amplitude describing the reaction such as a+ b->c + d + e, it would be very desirable that the M. O.Eq. in this model should be solved as analytically as possible without any more approximations. In the single-channel case, the exact solutions have been studied in detailD. 2 >.g>~1 11 mainly in terms of the method proposed by Omnes, in which the problems can be treated analytically in all steps by using the so-called Omnes function. We think, however, that in the multi-channel investigation in this course we have not yet the definite comprehensive guide-ways to look at over the problems consistently. This appears mainly due to the difficulty of defining the Omnes functions in coupled multi-channel case.
In Ref. 11) * 1 the author showed a method of solution slightly different from Omnes' to manipulate the effect of bound-state poles and to carry out the parametersearch overall only with the use of a single form of solution. In this paper we would like to propose another method of solution for the M.O.Eq. in single-channel or coupled multi-channel f.s.i. model, using the N / D method and effective range approximation for rescattering amplitude. This approach is very analogous to that given in [I] , but has a rather algebraic feature, and with the use of this method the generalization of the problem into the coupled multi-channel case will be apparent.
In § 2 the essential method of the present approach will be shown for solving the single-channel M.O.Eq. to compare with the ordinary one, and in § 3 a generalization of this approach to the multi-channel situation will be given. In § 4 we give an example of the numerical computation of a realistic process in the crude approximation to see the gross feature appeared in the present approach, using the method to use multi-channel effective range theory. 131 
§ 2. Single-channel case
Before going to the multi-channel problem, we would like to reexamine the solution of the single-channel M.O.Eq. in a manner different from the ordinary method, with which we can easily extend the problem into the multi-channel case.
We consider the equation obtained by considering the f.s.i. model incorporated with the unitarity and dispersion relation for the two-particle subsystem in the final three-particle state. This equation, for each partial wave of the two-particle subsystem, is given by 111 T (w) =ro(w) + l__ foo t*(u;_'),p__(w')T_Cw') dw', n: Jw, w -w-ze (2 ·1) where w is the c.m. energy of the two-body subsystem, w 0 is the corresponding threshold value to give the branch-point of the R.H. cut, p(w) is a phase space 
where energy w is defined by the boundary value of complex w as it tends to the real axis from above in physical w-plane, I.e., w = lim8~+oW +is. N and D satisfy the dispersion relations Let us define the analytic function
and then
where F(w±) =lim 8~+oF(w±is). The discontinuity equation for F(z) can be written from Eq. (2 · 4) as
By usmg Eq. (2 · 2) this yields
The expression in [ J on the left-hand side can be rewritten as D ( w +) by Eq. (2 · 3), and therefore we get
We can now write down the analytic function of z to satisfy this equation as follows: Eq. (2 · 5), we get a solution
In this paper we shall hereafter omit the polynomial term which gives a solution of the homogeneous equation 10 (ii) Secondly, we investigate an approximated solution to Eq. (2 ·1). Two-body scattering at low energy is well described with effective range theory, i.e., if we take an S wave alone
where ,u is the reduced mass, a the scattering length and r the effective .range, respectively. Here k(w) is the value of relative three-momentum between the rescattering two particles in their c.m. system and is to be defined analytically
+ok(w+is) on the R.H. cut (w>w0). Thenitis clear
that in the entire w-plane we have the relations
for every w. Then an analytic equation satisfying the discontinuity equation (2 ·15) is given by
The solution is of the form
If the two-particle subsystem has a bound state, we can consider Cauchy's theorem to a function D(z)T(w;)/(z-w;), and then, noting Eq. (2·16), come to the relation
T(w;)/(z-w;) +D(w;)T(w;)/(z-w;). (2 ·19)
We may define the bound-state pole by D(w;) =0, i.e., -1/a+ (r/2)k 2 (w;)-ik(w;) =0 (w;<w0), and substitute this into the solution under consideration. Then we get just the same form of solution as Eq. (2 ·18 
If we put k(w;) = -i/3 (w;<w0 ) , the Omnes solution yields the same form as Eq. (2 ·18), noting that for a>O and fJ<O one bound state may occur.ll § 3. Coupled multi-channel case For simplicity, we will mainly treat the problem within the framework of coupled two-channel formalism. An extention to the multi-channel situation is transparent as will be shown later. Our basic equation can be derived from the dispersion and unitarity relations for the partial wave amplitude in two-channel f.s.i. model. Then we have to note that the equation should be classified into two types, corresponding to the amplitude defined differently by a kinematical (phase space) factor. The equation of the first type has been investigated by Resnick.n The second type is essential for our treatment in this paper and written as follows:
rr Jw, w -w-ze
where p;(w) (i=1, 2) are the phase space factors in each elastic channel, (}i(w) (i=1, 2) are the step functions defined by
where wi is the threshold value of energy in the channel i and we have assumed w 1<w,, and Ti 0 (i=1, 2) are the pole terms for each channel which would be given as inputs.
As in § 2, we take two models for the scattering amplitude t whose elements are denoted by til (i, j = 1, 2) in Eq. (3 ·1), i.e., (i) multi-channel matrix Nj D method proposed by Bjorken,l4} Bjorken and Nauenberg, 15 J and (ii) multi-channel effective range theory proposed by Ross and Shaw. 13 J (See also Gasiorowicz's textbook. 16 
J)
As a starting point, we must here put the following postulation on solving the problem: The problem of solving Eq. (3 ·1) should be investigated in the region of energy w that the two-body channels of interest are all open, where the phase shift of every elastic scattering is available (of course all are complex). The complete solution solved here would be analytically continued to the physical energy region lower than the maximum threshold to give the amplitude in that energy region.
In practice, as will be shown later, if we manage Eq. (3 ·1) at a value of w such as w 1< w<w2, we cannot obtain the correctly coupled algebraic equation useful to solve the problem. 
where we have suppressed the energy variable of the functions in the integrands. Then we have (3·9)
By the requirement stated above we treat Eq. (3 · 8) at w>w2 and get the jump conditions across the all R.H. cuts:
By using Eq. (3 · 9) and simple algebraic treatment, we get a matrix equation which has the same form as Eq. (2 · 7), except that the present quantities have all the matrix form. Using Eqs. (3 · 5) and (3 · 7), we obtain the coupled discontinuity equations
where we have again suppressed the energy variable of the functions on the left-hand side. If we come to the energy region w<w2, we cannot obtain these useful equations coupled completely for the channels 1 and 2. As far as we are concerned with the problem in the energy region w>w2, the information on the scattering of two-channel two-body system is completely included in these equations.
We can now derive the analytic coupled equations to satisfy Eq. (3 ·11) as follows:
We can solve this equation with respect to F 1 and F 2 as Z-c'>w+. Using the relation (3 · 9), this gives a solution of Eq. (3 ·1) in the following matrix form:
,.rJw'--:--N(w') p (w' ) e (w' ) (T1:(w?)
The generalization to the coupled n-channel case is now obvious, i.e., Eq. 
Jw, w -w-zs
where T(w) and T 0 (w) are the n column vectors, and the others are the nXn matrices.
As stated above we assume that the amplitude at w<wm which is the threshold energy of the maximum two-body channel in coupled n-channel case, is to be given as the values of T(w), given by (3·15), continued analytically to the region lower than Ww Then, if the n X n matrix Nl D solution of t is given, the complete amplitude reasonable for describing the coupled n-channel f. Suppose that the rescattering subsystem has the bound states. Then, for convenience, if we restrict ourselves to the two-channel problem, the pole terms should be replaced by
where Tk(w;) (k=1, 2) are the residues of Tk(w) at the bound-state poles wi. 
Consider Cauchy's theorem to the functions L:iDmn(z)Tn(wi)l(z-wi) + L:i
(3·20)
From the analogy to single-channel theory, we can take a point by which the unphysical cuts may be approximated as a single effective pole to be positioned 
The solution is now given by (3. 23) Now again the generalization to the coupled n-channel case is to be easily done.
If the rescattering subsystem in an S wave state has a bound-state pole at w = {3, the pole term has to be replaced by *) It should be noted that F, (a) 7"'0 and F 2 (a) 7"'0 are needed simultaneously.
As in the case of Nl D method we may consider Cauchy's theorem for the functions
The third term on the right-hand side identically vanishes because of Eq. (3 · 21) and ri em I (z-a) =/=0 (i = 1, 2). In the similar sense, we can take the second term identically zero by choosing the condition for the bound-state pole as
Under these conditions (3 · 21) and (3 · 26), we again come to the solution (3 · 23).
Although it is apparent that the method proposed in this section completely includes the single-channel treatment in § 2, the ,connection between Nl D method and effective range theory in the multi-channel case is not yet clear as the single-channel case. § 4. Numerical example and discussion*>
In this section we give briefly an example for the numerical calculation in terms of the model with the two-channel effective range theory, given in the last section. Here we would like to take up again the subject investigated in
[I], i.e., the f.s.i. model for n-momentum distribution in the reaction K-+ 4 He ----'>7r-+A+ 3 He, **> followed by K-nuclear capture from the atomic orbits. In order to see only the gross feature of the present approach, the calculation will be performed in an appropriate approximation, and we will use in the present *> The calculation in this section is still in preliminary step. More detailed one is now in progress. Let us consider, for convenience, only the case of 2P capture and neglect the small spin-triplet part of interacting two-particle subsystem in the final state (see [I] ). Then the pion-momentum distribution may be given by (4·1) where Pn, qA3 are the values of 7!-three-momentum and A- 3 He relative momentum in the overall c.m. system of the final three-body state, respectively. TA can be given from the model-solution (3 · 23) 
Here the meaning of the quantities in these expressions is to be clear from the definition given in § 3. 
with the relation ( 4 · 5 For a set of parameters, the T(Prr) and typical behavior of D(w) in the energy region w<wA, which is expected from the conditions (3·21) and (3·26), are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . As is shown in Fig. 1 , a clear enhancement has appeared near the I-threshold. This is never explained from the standpoint of single-channel f.s.i. model.w, 2 D It should be noted that our model is able to define uniquely and naturally the I-A conversion part of an amplitude, -JJ1AS(w)Iz(w), within the framework of two-body two-channel unitarity, and the effect on producing the enhancement near the I-threshold is contained in both the I-A conversion amplitude and the A-elastic amplitude, ( w-a) (Mn-ikz) IA/nD, through a common factor 1/nD, which may also affect the enhancement near the A-threshold. *l *l The present calculation has been able to show that·the effect for giving this enhancement largely comes from the enhancement factor, (w-a) (Mn-ikz)lrrD, in spite of the masking by the production process. 11 l We cannot come to a preferable fit to this peak without a proper set of parameters in the present model. This is the remarkable feature of the present two-channel f.s.i. model and should be compared with the conventional methods, 22 >~2 5 > in which the conversion process is added only incoherently to the A-elastic process, even if the effect of absorption into .E-channel is taken into account. In conclusion we want to remark that the methods of multi-channel f.s.i. model given in this paper may offer a means of extracting the information about coupled multi-channel two-body interaction from the available experimental data, since in the present model the expression to multichannel scattering has been included in the complete form.
